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     Introduction. 

    Various cohomology groups related to class field theory have 

been investigated by many authors. Especially there are import-

ant results on the Galois cohomology groups of ideles and idele 

classes of finite Galois extensions of algebraic number fields 

(see, for example  [33). The latter result was first obtained 

by J.Tate [9]. He also announced the corresponding result for 

the multiplicative group of the algebraic number field itself 

in [10], of which the proof was published later in [111, under 

a more general setting. Recently, we have investigated in [41 

the Galois cohomology groups of the factor group of idele class 

group by its connected component of the unity. In [51, we have 

constructed an isomorphism between the Galois cohomology groups 

of the unit group of a local field and those of some Artin's 

splitting module. 

    In this paper, we shall prove the following theorem on the 

cohomology groups over finite groups snd show the known results 

cited above appear as its special cases. 

Let G be a finite group. Suppose that we are given the follo-

wing commutative diagram of G-modules with exact rows and columns
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    0 0  0  

G-------Al------a2-------) 0 

                       It 
O--------1------->B2------>„------0 

O-------->C1 -------)-C2--------
IC,,-----------.> 0     WIW 

0 0 0. 

  Then we have the following theorem 

Theorem (A) . With the notation as above, we have 

      (III) Let A„ and B, be cohomologically trivial r-modules . 

c Ohenthe lona exact secuencesderivedfrom0 --->A1  -->-3,---->C1----- I  )~1k' 

 and 0 —~C1 —> C2—>Cy—>0 are isomorphic. 

We have the similar results for the following cases: 

      (I) C2 and B are cohomoio;ically trivial. 

(II) Al and C2are cohomologically trivial. 

(IV) A3and C.are cohoimolo'icall y trivial. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                  . (V) A2and`1are cohomologically trivial. 

(VI) A,,B3and C„ are cohomologically trivial. 

(VII) A2, 52 and C2 are cohomo1o_ically trivial (§i, Theorem 1.1). 

In §1,  we shall show the above theorem. In §2,  we shall show the 

 main result of [4I is considered to be a corollary of the case- 

(III)of Theorem (A). In §3,  we shall show several auxiliary 

  lemmas on the cohomolo y groups of integral group rings. In §4, ;re 

  shall construct a cohomologically trivial moduleKFincludingKX 

P 

 as aC-submodule, , LO_1every y placep of k. HereK is a finite 
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naofsextensionalgebraic_7'.7.,thegroup   1•~ensioof annu::~berfield~with:~__o~.p 

 vv 

 G, and  ais a G-submodule of. consistingofall the ideles                                                                   "-A 

whose a-factors are 1 exec -t. when c divides p. In `s-, we 

shallstudy a new treatment of the Galois cohomologv arours of C /D,T 

us_n'= the result ofC,;mereCis the _dele class croup OfK
A 

andDKis its connected co<i~.onent of the unity. In §6, we shall 
i. 

showthe announced result of [10] in a more .general ,setting, but 

not suite general as that of[11] . 

Notation and Terminology 

    Let G be a finite groupand A be a G-module. Hr( -,A) always 

denotes the r-dimensional cohomolo ygroup and is often abbreviated 

toHr(A).For a cocycle x of Hr(G,A), tx denotes the cohomolo-

gy class containingAlthough, in §1, we use several symbols to 

exbress the connecting homomorr hisms derived from short exact secuen-
                           aQw 

ces, in other sections, ?"ie enote the connecting homomorphism by #. 

For a G-module A, GA denotes a G-submodule of A consisting of all 

G-invariant elements of A. Lei. B be a module and P be a condit-

ion on D. We denote by <xix is the element of Ssatisfying the 

condition P> the submodule of B generated by all the elements of 

D which satisfy the condition P.



 §1. Suppose that we are given the two diagrams of modules 

(1.1) Al1 /1,1- 

 g 
r -3 K2 andgvM2 

   Mq-2MI °2 , 

..here _aare ~re homoimorr-hisms.For the sake of simplicity,     -andi°i 

we denote these diagrams by the symbols A (M1 ,M2,M~) and 

                                                                         J Log!.m2'm )•Let hibe the homomorphisms from MitoM.(1i 

                                                                           i which satisfy the conditionsgl. h1= -.h2gl ,g2- h2==h`, g2 ,gv.h 
                                                                   3 _ _h1=

J        •By abuse oflanguage, we call the triplet of homomorphi- 

) ms h = (hi,h
2,h3) an anti-homomorphism from d(M1,M2,M„) to 

 rrrr,,-',yX (V 
 L(M1 ,M,M) when at least one of the diagrams is anti`,commutative . 

We call h = (h1_,h2,h3) an anti-isomorphism in case every homomorp- 

hism h.1is an isomorphism. In case all the diagramsare commutat- 

ive, we cali the triplet h = (hl,h2,h3) , as usual, a homomorphism 

fromQ(M1,M2,M3) to A(M1,M~,M/)and an isomorchis-:when every 

J 

     is an isomorphism.If the triplet h = (h1,h2,h3
) is either an 

  1 anti-homomorphism or a homomorphism, thatis, satisfies the conditions 

 1- h1= + h2•g1,g2• h2_=h,,•g2, °`•hJ_=h1- gJ,we call h an                                                                                                 J 

(a)-homomorphism and an (a)-isomorphism when every hi is an isomor-

phism. 

In the following, we shall prove a theorem on the cohomol ogof gro-

ups. Although one can generalize the result in a natural way, using 

the functors Tor or Ext, here we shall be concerned with only the 

case of the cohomology of groups. Let G be a finite group. ?;!e

3)
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are  given a commutative diagram of G-modules 

(1.2)0 0 0 

          st T 0------>111>A2----------1>A.------>0 
          lql1 r.k(4,               cf  

        

0------->B1-> B2 TO> B3------>0 

       g1r2r'3 
                 `~ -, v 

0------->01`Q`,•>02>0, >0 

`V`/ `/ 
    000 . 

Here, all row and vertical secuences are e:cact. Let us define the 

tradedmodulesX. , Yi, Z. (1f,if-4.3)  by 

              00 

      r' 
  , > 

     i r=-on 

Cc  

Y. = -------Hr(3,i) 

oc  

     Z.= >  n. ._, i ) .i. = 1 ,D ) . 
r=- CO 

rrr Let0(be the homomorphism from H- (G,Ai) to H`(G,Bi) induced 

i oa  

                                                             r fromc i .We denote the homomorphism ( (Xi—~lY.by the 

                                                             i same symbol &i. The homomorphisms pi,0iand4-1                                                             i are defined 
in a similar way. Let us denote the connecting homomorphisms derived 

from (1.2) by 
    '6-r . Hr(c.) ------>Hr_l(Ai) (15 i5 3), 

    S1.Hr(A3)----->Hr_1(~1) 

c



     S2 . Hr(BJ)------>I'r-1(J1) 

 S . Hr(C,)--> -r11 (C1) (r€ Z) 
On  

::e denote the homomorphisms I IZ. r.Z—~K.by-6j.-iil "X 
                                             r--oo 

i TT s            bydThen, from(1 . 2) , wehave the followins diagram 
r=-00 

(1.3)~1--------------------------------------------------------------------------> .Il
ce T

1,z43 `I~, 2  ~iV~J, 

   X°('- Y   22 . 

 Here the triplet C; _ ( d1, a2, c)3)is a homomorphism. In the same 

111',iav as Df,, one sees that F = ( ,p2, C„), ce = ( ?1, cFG, (?3) and 

4' ( Ti,  12, 1-,3) are homomorphisms. On the other hand, one sees 
 the followingdiagram is anticommutative (s?e for example, [2],  Ch. 

ITT. §4) 
                                           N-3 

           (1•4)7y---------------~C 

               S4: 
lI6- 
      Z~*------->X 

   11 
   1212 

 Hence4---( Stz , Sz , SI;) and~=( 4 ,-4, - ) are anti-homomorp- 

-kism . Finally, we have the following diagram

 (Jr)
1

cf

I.

1 C43

~2
2
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(1.5)

3 ~
x ~l

 z  „  <-------------------------------------------- °r 

In the following, we treat the case when two of the nine graded 

modules of (1.5) are zero. module, especially the case when the 

two 0-modules of (1 . 2) are cohomologically trivial.if the two 

of the nine G-modules of (1.2) are cohomological l y trivial, there 

remain two short exact sequences contained in (1.2) such as non 

of the C-modulesof the sequences are assumed to be cohomol oci cal l v 

trivial. Then it is natural to expect the assumption implies some 

relation between the cohomology sequences derived from the remain- 

                                                                                                       . in= two short exact sequences. Certainly, if we suppose the 0-mo-

dules31 and 02are cohomo 1o,gcal1y trivial, the diagram (1.5) 

0 cincides with the diagram (1.3) and the triplet 0(_ ( dl , c(2, 0(3) 

is an isomorphism from A (.1, 2,X3) to A (Y,Y2,Vv) . 

We restrict ourselves to the cases when the derived cohcmolos-Y
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 of the remaining two secuences of (1.2) are (a)-isomorphic. One 

can easily show that there are only fifteen cases which satisfy the 

condition. The diagram (1.2) is sx metrical with respect to the 

diagonal line A1,32,C3. From the duality theorem of the cohomology 

groups, the diagram (1.2) can be considered to be also symmetrical 

with respect to the diagonal line A3,32'C1' Therefore, one sees 

that there are essentially following seven cases(I) , ... , (VII) ; 

    (I) C2 and E3 are cohomologically trivial. Hence Z2 = YJ = 0. 

    (II) Al and C2 are cohomologically trivial.Hence X = Z2 =  0. 

    (III) A^ and E2 are cohomologically trivial- _Hence X.,, = Y2 = 0 

(IV) A„ and C1 are cohomologically trivial.. hence X„ = Z1 = 0. 

(V) A2 and B1 are cohomologically trivial. Hence X2 = Y1 = 0. 

    (VI) Any two of the three modulesA3,33andL3 arecohomologic- 

           ally trivial, that is. all the G-modules A3,33 and C3 are 

           cohomologically trivial. Hence Xv = Y3 = Z3 = 0, 

    (VII) Any two of the three modules A2, B2 and C2 are cohomologi-

           cally trivial, that is, all the G-modules A2, B2 and C2 

           are cohomologically trivial. HenceX2 = `~ = Z2 = 0. 

Theorem 1.1.  ':ii th the notation as above, we see that ( 11; a., (3 

                                                                     re anti-isomorphic.For 

For 

For 

   For 

For 

For 

For

     thP 

    the 

    the 

    the 

    the 

    the 

    the

          case 

          case 

          case 

case 

          case 

          case 

           case

(II), 

,(V), 

(VII), 

(III); 

(IV), 

(VI),

1- 2 

(X,,Y,,Z_) and 
JJ.3 

(Z1,Z2,ZJ) and 

(X1,Y1,Zi) and 

(X1,Y1,Z1) and 

 (X2,Y 2,Z„) and 

 (:) a-^d    '1/-1/-1

X3,Yv,Z3) 

(x,v~1,z3l) 

          3 (zZ2'Z3) 

Y`f)   1'2''a 

(`'2,`-'2,~2)

are 

are 

are 

 are 

are 

are

anti-isomorphic 

anti-isomorphic 

anti-isomorphic

isomorphic, 

isomorphic, 

isomorphic.
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    Proof.  Her=, we shall grove the cas,-5, (II) and (III) which 

we shall use lator. 

    Case (II). It is sufficient to show the diaram (1.5) induces 

the followine vertical isomorphisms u and u' such as the followi-

                                    

I ..:  --->E-(C
1)-------- 

      Construction 

w“pr+1 
11 

bijective. ThP 

( "Kr)-1.. r+1  U
2' • 

Then fro the co 

      wrf,              ,.„2) 

we see tdi=g 

Cnstruction 

 g Hr(Bn) 
The isomorphism 

   r ( Qr)-1

. _ 

C-7.) U CD 

C171- t --• y  
 >H-rJ;                                          , C1)------------C9 

       2)- , 
                                                                                                             ....- 

truction of u. From the a 

            )__..71r+1( .1)                                             an:T..                            ''2' 

                                       , e. The isomorohism u : H 

cr, r+1 i 
1 • 

m the commutative diagram 

       1  1'44 
1) ):: (A.)                              I-

                   V:,.-1-1 11   yr 

 ) r----1. r+1',         )H                 (., ) 

he diagram ® is commuta 

ruction of u'. From the a 

( n)---Y71 r+1(B ) and Pr ,-,'13 

orphism           u': n D1 ) ---> H` 

)-1.

 U

 -Hrt-                _.) 

elssumc tion 

  r pr( 
  u 2 

r+1 (A
.
1

1' 

            1 

  a  tion, the ho 

02) >-{ 

) ---> H- (C2)

 -r+i 

horn      

, 1 
›H-7. (A ) ar 

) is defined

• -1 • 

(C1)—>--- (rE 

rchisms 

A ) are 

defined by

commutative. 

m the assumption, the homomorDhisms 

d Pr : H'(733)--H>Hr(C ) are bijective. 

3 

 ---> H—(C __,) is defined by putting

Z).



 Then,  =  rom the commutative diagram 

Hr(B,.)P3---- >H-ir(C3) 

                                    cc-r S:-'2'  adC 
VRr+1 1y 

     - (B
1) l1_ , Hr+1(C-1), 

we see the diagram © is commutative. 

-ow, we shall show the fo1lowinc- diagram O is 
                      r+1 

   r+l~l r+lr~    H( tit)>H,_71) 

 I jiS2 
Hr+1(A2 ) e Hr(B,) 

  -6rRr 
                           „sr  3 

   Hr(C)~J>H (C-,) 

        2 Let a be any cocycle of Hr+l ( 1) . Then ci(2 E l 

of Hr 1 (B„) = [01. Hence there exists a r-coch 

in B2 such as S(b) =2(?(a)). Then S( r 

f 2(2( cf. (a.) )) = 0, and so p7(b) is a r-coc 
C2. From the equation )(b) = c.2V=1(a)), we se 

_ {91(a)l in Hr-1(A ). Therefore we have uaal 
(4• u(La-) = {T3.C.2(b). in Hr( 03). 
On the other hand, from the condition (r2 W1(a)) 

we see S 2l~2(b) = f di (a)1.. So we have 11.ci1 
in Hr(C 3). Hence, by virtue of the fact x3.92 

rr+l 

9.:r• u =u • oCl , and so the diagram e is comrr

is  commutative

cf
1 (a)) is a cocycle 

r-cochain b with values 

S( p2(b)) = f2( a(b)) 

 r-cocycle with values in 

we see ~~( p (b))is 

         P2(b)1.;G       = L  and so 

~(1(a)) _ ~2(cr1(a)) = s(o) 
  .Jr_1r

ijr'(S'2   u'~1``a)=1~v.2(b)J 

ry . T'2 = y•we have 

s commutative.
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 n 

.i 

:1)\ 
 ~)pH.

    Case (11). It is sufficient to show the diagram (1.5) induces 

the following isomorphisms v and vl suvh as the following diagram 

is either commutative or anticommutative 

r*4uJr+1 

  —(B .,)~2 r+1(B )---------->H(                    ~2r 1~r?r_1 ---(B3)--)_~H~)~~,_By~ 
                                                                                                                     - - - 

    12 

QvQ? v' 
  Rr.1 

---->?      r(B„)-----------r`;:v(C,)~3>LJr+1( ,)~?>.r>                                                                 1(B
3)—-- - ( r E Z). 

, Constructionof v. From the assumption. the homorriorohisms

P1 : Fir+ 1(Bl) ------> I r (C1) and ~ :(C3are bijective. 
                                                                                                      -i isomorphism v : Hr+1 (B,~)—)Hr(C,) is defined by(cjVr).TL+ 

Then , from the cor'rutative diagram 

                   ,r 

    h.B.,) 62 >Hr+l(B1) 

   rRRr+i 
     G3pi 

                              r+1 

        Sr' 
    Hr(C J)~'?Hr+l(Ci), 

we have the diagram O is commutative. 

     Construction of v' .From the assumption, the homomor •hi Sm,s 
r+1r(A

0)rl_ (X2. H1+1—?H`1(B2) and C1 
                              1+: H"() 

                                                             2 vi jeCti—>r1(A)     v.r+1(.. ) —~r+l(,~)      eThe i~OiT~Or hiSm. V"His de_in_ed 

`J1+1,(j21)-1 . 
Then, from the commutative diagram 

4,r+ 1 
    Hr+1(A2)~~-sHrTl(^3) 

   jr+lr+l 
        2 Ner+1 v 

Hr+1(B2) T2                         ).H'-+1(B3) , 

we see the diagram Q is commutative. 
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>  zr-i  (B)-->-- (rE Z) 

e homomorphisms 

 are bijective. The 

by(~~)~.pr 

T

are 

by



Let  us show the followinq dia.7ram e is anticommutative 

rcur+1   +1()         I-2  r-i-  

 1?(-L'2)  4:+1 
 r+1         r+ 1• H-(C)CDH'(...2) 

 A 1 

  ? S,17_.Tlr+1      --6
:                                r1 

Hr(C_) ----------------                 ).H U. ) 

                                                                                                                        

...: 

 b be anycocvcle of Hr+1(.31).SinceHr+1(C)- 0 ,there ,2 

tsar-cochaincwithvaluesiriP1(b))                                                                                   T,:,, 

(c). Hence S( (V,(c)) = T(1(b))) = 0, and so T„(c) 

. cocvcle of H"(C,). By the definition of the connecting homo-
                                                      ,r-----e-hism, we have S5:( Icp.„(c)i) . 1 F1(X)1. Hence we have v({b}) 

                                                                           _ (1-',„(c)1. Since t32 is a surjective homomorbhism, there exists 
•-cochain b with values in B such as2(S) = c. Then we 

                                     2 

 (f=:(1.b1) = b) - 
                                                              r÷1(, \2

.)....„,                                    \-2'P,(Cr-(t)- 
c. . 

p_ ( p/(b» - ( c) = O. Since 4 is an injective homomorbhi- 
                                                      +1 

there exists a (r+1)-cocy'cle a of Hr(A2) satisfvinc7 

a) = f2(b) - S(S). Then we have vi.cpr÷1(tbi.) =                                12\L T1 ‘ i 

;he other hand, we see (1-/3(c) = 9-3,( p2C-0)) = p...( 92                                              )(S))and 
                              .. 

T9(S)) = (7P2( S(S)) = 92(Ce2(b) - rjo(a)) = - i-)2( 2(a))

    Lr(C „) 

Let b be an: 

 exists a r-c 

~_ S(c)• Hen 

is a cocycle 

morDhism, we 

= 1y(c)1. 

a r-cochain 

= F:( p(b)) 
s:~ there exi 

 c( (--) = (1°2( 

On the other 

s((b)) = 

= - 

we have 

v,`~2-1 
It is easy to

      ) . By the definition of the connecting homomorOhi sm, 

{Yv(c)1) = -Lul(a)-.. Hence, we have 
      .v=0,andso the diaram Qis aP. ico Till' alive. 

i sv to show the other cases in the same way as above.

/1.11
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 From this theorem, the follow inc- n^ corollary is obvious. 

    Corollary 1.1. For the case when one of the exconents of the 

graded modules X1, X3' Z1 and Z3is at most 2, all the cuadri l- 

a feral diagrams contained in the di a•__ am (1.5) are commutative. 

Hence, for all the cases (I) , . . . , (VII) , two triangular diacrams  

are isomorphic. 

      We shall show another application of theabove theorem. We assume 

G-modules A2' A3' b2' E3' C2 and 0„ of the following diagram 

(1 . 6) are cohomold icv.11 ytrivial and all the row and vertical sec.- 

uences are exact. 

(1.6)000 0 

        

i -----/  $  / 1 - 

o 

  ii^ .~r_2> A„~r------0 
                                                                                                          L'• 

0------->-1>~> 3~------>~c------> 0 

        411V ty:1,:.
0------->C ------->C>~------------> 0 

12 

            Lt 

From this diagram, , Je get the following new commutative diagram of 

G-modules with exact rows and columns 

(1.7)000 

    v/JI 
0—=-> Al-----> ?21>ImT1—>0 

       0 > of-----> B2--------> In: 1'~>0 
                       `1.3J1 

        

0-------) C1->. C2> ImL3 —> 0 

      4 W 
0 0 0 

                                 13



(1.8)0  0  C 

         0----• _Irn y1A,.-------- A,1-------                     , >0 

0----->1m2------>8>B ------›. 0 
                        I..: 14 

0--------> im LP,.---------c--->.,--.-.0                    ,, 

                        1,_,T4                                               1. .:" 

          \i/ If 4/ 
0 0 0 , 

where Im Ti is a 0--module consisting of all the elements 

x ELi. Here L1 = ,2,r=:'-'‘                 -2' L.-2 and L-=C                                       -.)2' 

Let us denote the connecting homomorphisms of above diac.zrams 

             H-rs(Ci)--->Fr+1(Ai) (1--if_-4), 
                                                                                -r-.'1                     r ,,. .L,        -6-:H .i..Li1(11),...,)--->H"( Im 

       H- (I_EI—3whereM.—1 3                                    -(M)(1--'si•-3)',rhereM=a 

and M3 = C1. 

     ST : H-r(H.) --Hr1(1-rnyi)(1.--:-i3) 
           —-,-.                                                       -• , T,4/hr M1 = A1, 

              and 1\13 = r-' 
              3-4' 

Then , from Theorem 1.1 case (VTT) , we have the fo'l 1 o,..:inc: 

                                                                                 _y r 

             r          '-U4r'1 ( 1 
. 9) -—--->H(AL,)-----------> E-(E )-------------_r I_4>fi(C,,)>H_1"(A. `'-

          lr 

        -÷1 
- - • --> H ( I 

        gr.24-1

CD _ r     (S 2 
         r+ 

   )--›H ( 

 a0 c•r+1              (12 

               r•.+2 

--------- >i (r,1

     (1-3 

   ) 

 (Ir. 

r+1 

                  ±_r 
( ) ---------------------------

?%-e 
 r=

r 

LT; 

r±1

r;1 

  ~' V 
) >_r-2 

  CD 
     xr±2     u

l

 s  (f),  (,) , 

an-s by 

   M,=1 1'
c 

  N =B 

ri dia7ram 

( . --> • • 

  r1 
S 1 

( CI) • • 

  r+2 
0 1 

(=-\ )----••;(rEZ)
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 In this diazram, the diagramk 0, M, ® and 0 are commutative 
and 0 and ;T are anticommutative. Hence, we have 

  ..AP   r±2( s r+1 — r-6r+r + 1)— r =r+2—L11)— r         n,:,)=(0S, 3S,(--Z.b"  1)1_ 3 ,-11 ° 

     r-i-2—r+10--1-\,              r-i-7--1-1r+1 = — S-(b•                    =S(— 1°114) =r+2 —(StS)  ui111-6r4. 

Finally, we have the following commutative diaFram - . 

           7-, 

(1.10)------H-r(A)------------>H.-(=)-------------->-r1( C4)-----------> H.- A ) ----> - - - 
                                                                              I.) 4 

• 

                   r+                     r+ 27-.4_91'4-.'J's .            •" ---->F9 -------H(3
1)---------> H--(C1)---------:1-i(:,_1)--> - • - ( r E Z ) . 

                         1 Here the vertical arrows are the compositions of the connecting homom-

orhisms of (1.9). We define the sraded modules X.,Y. and Z.                    i 11 

(1 i4), in the same way as Theorem 1.1 and denote-the homomorphi- 

Si—i                                        and.Then we have thscor—esz,ondinFtoeiandiby 

Corollary 1.2. Suocose that the G-modulPs A2, A3, B2,Cand 
                                                  09 --- 

C,.., of the diagram (1.6) are cohomolocicallv trivial. Then the tri-  
 0-- 

 71=t of homomo=hisms (c-.1a,=.-,1c9—2 

                                                        _ 

                         6*o*,c4c4,V*.s:)is the isomorphi-
 sm from (X4,Y„Zi) toL(Xl'Yl'Z1')that is, the diagram (1.10) 

  ,-, 

 is commutative.
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 §2. Let G be a finite group and A be a G-module. Let 

gbe a 2-cohoimoloc v class of A and let T. be .martin's spli-

tting, module of g . Then we have the f ollo:r i :'_c lemma which was 

proved by J .Tate ( [91 Theorem 1) . 

     Lemma 2.1.With the notation as above, thefollo;v-inc two 

conditions are ecuivalent: 
             1 

     i) H-(I,A) = 0and H(rl,._) is a cyclic group of the same  

order asN, generated by~? , for all sub croups N CG. 

Herer is the restriction homomorohi sm from Gto N. —                    

2     ii)H1 (N
, A) = H (2.1,Ä.) = 0 for all subrzroups N C G. 

Remark.It is well known that if n satisfies the conditi-

on ii)of this lemma, .z is cohomologiclly trivial, that is, 

Hr(rd, ^.) = 0 for all subgroucs N C G and for all integers r E Z 

([3] , Ch.I, Th. 8.1). 

_ - or - treatt' e _-nod :le A an-1 the c - - 

oloay class satisfying the conditions i) and ii) of the 

above lemma. We assume we are given an exactsequence of 0-mog-

ul es. 

(2.1) O —~ C -~ .~~ 8 > 0 . 

Let us denote the 2-cohomologyclass 0*( ) E H- (G, 3) by ri 

and Artin's splitting module of it by S. Then we can define 

                         _ ahomomorphism(: s-*B by putting c((a - x) = d(a) x, 

for every a EA and x E. I [G7 . Here I [G] is the augmentation 

ideal of the group ring Z [G] generated byd  = 0' - 1 (a-E G) . 

Then it is easy to show ker of = C. Hence we have the follo:win 

16



exact sequence of  G-modules 

                          - (2.2) 0—>C A ->5 >0. 

Combining (2 . 1) and (2.2), we have the following. _ commutative 

diagram of G-modules 

(2.3)0 0 

       C----C 

0—aA---->A---->I [G] -------->0 

.I& t II 

    

0------->BD ------I [G ------>0 

0 0 

Since IT is cohomologically trivial, we have the following 

theorem from (III) of Theorem 1.1. 

    Theorem 2.1. Let A, A, B, C and I[G] be 0-modules in 

(2 . ') . Then the following. diagram is commutative for every 

rE Z 

-~Hr(3)-----> Hr (b)---------Hr( I [G3 ) Lr-1(B... 

             r=1_r+104_r=1• • (B) ------->H( C )H(~ ,)> (3)--> 

          cc 
where0 is the connecting hornomorohi sms and we have abbrevi a- 

ted H-(G,X) to Ho-(X) for a G-:Nodule X. 

                         r ,~r=1 
Let us write the isomorphism S • H (B)-----H(C) in a more 

explicit form. First, we fix a 2-cocycle ucontained in 

Though the module A is deterrined only up to G-isomorphisms, we 

can regard the module A as the splitting module of u. Since

17



v =  (;((u) is a 2-cocycle contained in 7Z, the module B is 

similarly regarded as the splitting module of v. Therefore we 

can consider the mapping d: G------ ICG] satisfies the following 

equation in A 

ddb = do,t- d 0 + u[,'] , for every O ,'t € 1, 

                                                         l Where we set d1 = u [1 , 1] . Then we see H1 (G, I [3]) '~ Z/ [ : l] 7 

is generated by the cohomology class {d} For the sake of the 

following proposition, we replace the integer r by p+1 ,. Let 

CHP(G,Z) be the subgroup consisting of all the cocvcles h 

satisfying the condition 

(;t;) v u h = Sg, 

where is a (p+1)-cochai n with values in B and U denotes 

the correspondence of cochains which induces the cup product (for 

details, see [3], Ch.I, §5.4). Let M
p+l be the subgroup of 

H''T1(G,g) consisting of all the cohomolosy classes{du h - 

where h and g satisfies the above condition (*) . It is eas- 
                                        r~l 

ily verified thatMp+1H„(G,B) . So we obtain an explicit 

formof S • H'-(G,L)..H0-2(G,C) by 

{duh - g} = tuUh - S(sag)1, 
where s is a cross section from B to A such as dos = id3. 

    Here we shall show this explicit form implies the main theo-

rem of our previous paper [5]. Let k be a local field and K 

be its Galois extension of finite degree. We denote the Galo_s 

grout by G. Let us denote the unit group of K by U__. Then 

   have the following exact seouence of G-modules

18



       1—>U,;>=''4> Z~1. 

    Here  CC is the normal exponential valuation with respect to 

    K. Let §<<= Jul- be the canonical cohomolog.'r class for 
K/:.. Let us denote ~ .( r.,~) =~ckou = v}b'! ~,`and            fi.. ,.ti, 

  rtn'moduleThenr .rvi-                                                                                  e    .-~~1'.:S splitting ,`mOdu_Of~,~`J? Z.,i n our 

    ous paper [51,  we have showed there exists anisomorphism 

     )3 : LD+2(G,UK)HP+1(G,Z)for every integer D. 

Procosition 2.1.E For every integer p e Z, we have an isom- 

/r. 1ST: 

0 1) : Hp+2(s,U~),~Hp+1(G, Z) , 

    such that the following, diagram is commutative  

       •••—H-(Z)------>HpT1(Z)-----'>H-0+1(I [G])-->H'',-,+2(Z)—> .. - 

                                 yr 

      . ..—Hr-1( )—> Hr+2(y, ) --> HP-2(K-) ----------- ,rp-2, .. • 

(CS7 , heorem) . 

   Let us replace A,Band C of Theorem 2.1  byK`{, Z and 

U,,-, respectively and othermorphisms and symbols by corresJond-

     A 

                                                                                                                                               ' 

    ing ones. From the explicit form of Sx, we have 

       ul 
'.Hp+l(G,Z)/..,' Hp+2(G,Uk,) and~tdVh - g} =-[(uU h)/(sc,`) 

   where s is a cross section from Z to KX and h is a p-cam 
                                                                                                                                                                         _.._ 

ocycle of Ho(G,Z) and o is a (p+1)-cochain with values in 

    Z which"!satisfiesthe ne COndltiOC"i (*) On the Other hand, by 

    the definition of L' , we can easily verifv that 

      Lp{(uuh)/(scg)1 = tdUh -4 
  Hence/I = (c)-1.ThereforePropositionis obtaineddas  F?ee  2.1 P 

corollary of Theorem 2.1.

 G



     §3. Let G be a finite  group and N be its subgroup of 

 index n. We put G .6 _1N with.a1=1(the identity of 
                                 i=1 

G) . Let us denote by Z [G/UJ the free Z-module generated by 

U it'i (1 1- i L n) . Let EG be an onto G-homomorphism from Z[G/N] 

 to Z defined by putting SG( (Y.1N) = 1 for every i. Then we 
                                        have the following exact sequence of G-modules 

0---> Z tG/it]- G~i Z 0, 

where 1[G/11] Lis the kernel of EG.Since G is a finite 

 -group, 7IG/il] = -Ind 1Z is isomorphic to BomZ I.N3 (ZTG`] ,Z ) 
r_ 

   Coirdl _;TZ([1] , Ch. III, (5 . 9 )?rop .) . Therefore we have 

    -Lemma 3_1. With the notation as above, we have the isomor-

Phts' ur(G,z [G/ 1) = Hr(N,Z) (rEZ). 

 Let us define a G-homomorphism E ZCG7 to Z CG/J] by 

 nutting6,_07) =QN (for every o' E G) . We denote the kern- 

 el of by K[G,id] . Then it is easily verified that 

  E,:~(I[s])=I E /Nl and K [G,N]CI [G] . Therefore we have the 

following commutative diagram of G-modules with exact rows and 

 columns 

(3.1)0 0 

K-^ N.] K [~ Ni 

y 0 > I [GI>Z [G]~">Z
ii --~ 0 

           0 >I [' /i.'1—>z [G/i'.r] > z >0 

     0 0 

 Since ZUGJ is cohomologically trivial, this diagram satisfies 

                              20



the conditions of case (III) of 

 Lemma 3.2. The two cohomology 

0 —>K [G, [G] [GIN]---->0

Theorem 1.1. Hence we 

sequences derived from 

 and 0—>I [G/Pd]—>Z

have 

G/ii]

              are isomorphic,  that is, thefollowing diagram is comm-

utative for every rEZ 

...—~Hr(G ,K [: ,i1])--~cir(G,I [G])—~Hr(G,I [G/i:]) —~Hr+l(G,K c'G,N] 

    Il TN , G I~ lII` 
  ...—)r~r-1(id ,Z)------------Hr-1(G,Z)—~Hr(G,ICG/i\r])>Hr(N,Z)---4•-. 

where 1:11"'Gis the transfer homomorohism from N to G. 

Let us investigate the cohomology group of ZIG/N] more precisely. 

Let H be another subgroup of G and letE be a set of represe-

ntatives for the double cosets HON. Then as H-module 

    z [Gm] _ > Z[HcrN/N]"->  ZEH/Hn aido--1] ([1] ,Ch. III, 
O'E E0 E E 

(5.6) Prop.). Hence, from Lemma 3.1, we have 

    Lemma 3.3. Let H and H be subgroups of G and let E be a 

set of representatives for  the double cosets HON. Then we have 

Hr(H,Z[G/N]) ^—' >  Hr(Hf cri'rcr-1,Z)- (rEZ). 
Q E E 

From the cohomology sequences derived from 0 ->K [G,N]-->Z [G17 

—>Z[G/IT]>0 , we have Hr+l(H,K[G,N]) '~ Hr(H,Z[G/N]) for every 

rE Z. Therefore, from Lemma 3.3, we have 

     Corollary 3.1. With the notation as above, we have  

Hr+l(H,K[G,i1])'~' Hr(H,Z[G/I]) —" >  Hr(Hn oiip--1,z-) (rEZ)-
                                           O'E E
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 Now we consider the relation of the following two exact sequenc-

es 

    

O------>I [ii ]->Z [I`: ]-> Z->0 

O >rC [G,:V] Z [G] —>Z [G/I•1]>0. 

By virtue of the fact that Z [G] is N-projective, thefunctor 

_ r_ Ind-` is an exact functor. So, from the upper exact sequence of 

above, we obtain an exact Xcuence of G-modules 

GGG 0—~ Ind I [ T] > Tnd
Lk,                             sZ [N] —) Ind~JZ > 0. 

We can easily verify that Ind,I EN] `t [G,N] and Ind ZCN] 

Z [G ]. Fence  we have 

                       Lemma 3.4. With the notation as above, the following two  

exact sequences of G-modules are isomorphic  

     C_C iaZ >0 0—~Ind~j1[~•T7Z [~1~I_Lrr 

Ill IIZ(It 
O >K [G, N1---------> Z CG] -----------> Z --->0.
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    §4. Let k be either an algebraic number field of finite 

degree or an algebraic function field over a finite field, and K 

be its finite Galois extension with the group G. Let p be a 

place of k and P be one of its extensions to K. We denote 

the decomposition group of P by N. Let  KX be a G-submodule 

of KAconsisting of all the ideles whose Q-factors are 1 except 
when Q divides p. Let us fix a canonical class §K k of K/k 

and denote Artin's splitting module of -17'':K ,k by CK. Here we 
shall construct a cohomologically trivial G-module Rp such as 

the following diagram is commutative 
          ti 

(4.1)0—~Kp—~Kp K [G, N] 

lap p 141 
      0 —> CK CK — > I [G] 0 , 

where apis a natural G-homomorphism and 1N is also the nat- 

ural embedding and ap is an into G-isomorphism. Let ZP be 

the natural embedding from KP (the multiplicative group of the 
P-completion of K) to K. Then we have a commutative diagram 

   Za (4.2) H2(N,KP)>P>H2(N,Kp) p>>412                                        H(N,CK)           NA
sa 1.15N,G                    H2(G,Kp) 

By virtue of the fact that the restriction homomorphism 

FG,N:H2(G,CK)-->H2(N,CK) is an onto homomorphism, there exist 
a canonical class of KP/kp denoted by  such as
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    a0cP(p)=PG,I,I( K,k). 
Hence we have a commutative diagram 

 (4.3) 1 -------- I{P—~Kk —~- Iw1—> 1 
                              p,p 

           `Y' / 
       1 C K ?,1I{ k --> G --> 1, 

where WK
,k and WK,kare the Weil groups ofKI~and    Pp' 

  n _ respectively. We put G =UaiN,with a1= 1.We set c- =ai 
i=1 

when Q' belongs to the coset aiN. Then any element Q'E G is 

uniquely written as the product o-p'(j~E N) . Therefore, if we co-

nsider the 2-cocycles of g Y k and § Pas the factor sets of the 

group extensions of (4.3), we can take the cocycles u and v 

which satisfy the following conditions. 

p= {usuch asu [o', t] = ua,u,t uO"~-1 ( Cr' ,  E N) , 
::here Cr----:i u is a cross section from N to WK

_kwith u1= 1                                                                 P' 
p 

f K , k = {v} such as v[,'] = vayrvo.,~-1 (o-, Et E G) , 

where p-'-- vim,is the cross section from G to WKtwhich sat- 

isfies v = v_ v,~= v__ u , with v—= 1'k~ivis_ fin/       O' 
o'O'a 01K~,&_p(aeo-naldcs~(~u_ Vi

. .i.41, 

Let us define the G-module structure of KPusing these cocycles 
u and v.We consider Kpis a G-submodule of and so, for 

                          ti 

the purpose of defining a G-module structure on KX, it is sufficient 

to define the G-action on KCG,Ni. Since K[G,N] is, asmodule

WK,t.
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 /  Z(ai p - ai), we can define the G-module structure of 
i=1, PE N 

K by 

O'(ai p - ai) = O'ai P - o' ai + v [O',ai p] /v [cr,ai1 (O' a G, pG N). 

By the definition of v, we have 

v[0',aif] /v [cr,ai] 
      -1 11' =(v

imaivaiv)(viz).-  vai P v0iai P) 
-1 -1 

__  vami v vpv 
dalP vaai 

= d ai u C.ai, K. 

Then the above definition is well defined and from the fact that 

     - a
i daiP dai, the commutativity of the diagram (4.1) 

is obvious. Let us show the cohomological triviality of K. 

LetP be Artin's splitting module of u. Then, as a Z-module, 
we see           n 

_ 

   Kp = K[G,N]®K=.7  ai(KP), 
                          i=1 

where ai(Kp)= ai(KP) ® ai(I[N]). Since the isotropy subgroup 
of KP is N and v [cc ,aip] /v [p' ,ail = a ai u r6ai, (3] (for 
every O'EG, PEN), we seeO"(ai(K)) = Ua1(KP) =Cjai(KP). 
Therefore, from a characterization theorem of the induced module 

(see, for example, [1], Chap. III. (5.3) Prop.), we see 

Kp^'IndN K.On the other hand, we see K[G,N]---- IndI[N] 
and Kp IndNKP.
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Summarizing these, we can easily show 

    Lemma 4.1. With the notation as above, we have the follow-

ing G-isomorphism of two exact sequences  

   0—)IndNKP >IndNKP  --->  IndN I [N7 0 
NZIll I2 

   0--->  Kp -----------> Kp — ) K[G,N1 -- 0. 
N From this lemma, we see Kp is cohomologically trivial. 

    Remark 1. In the above discussion, we have fixed cocycles 

u and v. But, as is well known, Artin's splitting module is 

uniquely defined by the cohomology class up to G-isomorphism. 

Hence, we can consider the module KX is defined by the cohomo-
                                  P 

logy class P. 

    Remark 2. We can show the cohomological triviality of Kp 
in a more straight way. For every H< G, we have the following 

derived cohomology sequence of (4.1). 

   0—~H1(H,Kp)-4- H1(H,K[G,N1)~H2(H,Kp)- >H2(H,Kp) 
— > H2(H,K[G,N] ). 

From Corollary' 3.4, we have H2(H,K[G,N]) H1(H,Z[G,N1) = 0. 

Therefore, to show the cohomological triviality of Kp,it is 
necessary and sufficient to show the connecting homomorphism 

S*: H1(H,K[G,N])--* H2(H,Kp) is an isomorphism. Let E be a 
set of representatives for the double cosets HON. Then, from 

Corollary 3.1 and Kp= IndKpX we have the following commu- 
tative diagram
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 S• Fl 7-7 Cr-- -------------------------- H ) 

                                                                 -1 ------ H°(H 
01.r, Z )------- H                                                          'CrP 

(YEE 

Eence is an isomorphism, and so K- is cohomologicallv 

§5. Let k be an algebraic number field of finite degree 

and K/k be a finite Galois extension with the group G. In 

                                                       (Po'QJ 
the following, we assume the number of thp-,laces of k which 

ramify in K is at most 1. Let us denote by CK the idele 

class group of K and by DK the connected component of the 

unity of C,. We denote by N the decomposition group of the 

real place which ramifies in K. Let be the canonical 

                      2 
                    7, cohotology class ofh(uC.). We denote by17K ,k          Kthe image 

ofK
,k by a natural homomorphism from C to C,/D.. Let 

us denote Artin's splitting modules of,and-17K
,1(by                                                          k,k 

 __a.•rad byKC.K'                  /Drespectively. Then we have the following 
11. 

commutative diagram of 0-modules with exact rows and columns 

(5.1)00 

K K 

‘1, 
0----------C.,-------->K                  ff --------> T [G1 

   0 C D/D_I>0                 KK 

            0
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Since C. ,is cohomologically trivial 

                  ~ lemma from Theorem 1.1 case  (III). 

    Lemma 5.1. For every rE Z, the

, we have the following 

derived cohomology secuences

--- 0—fir /Dk:-------%CL</DK---->I[0]-\ 

—>0 are i somorohic , that is the followi n? diagram is com_muta-

,ver yl 
...~El-'(D

ID) ---------------> Hr(C,<)> Hr(C,_/Dx)-->HE(D~,)_)•-- 
'ZS=IZiC R 

   ..,- - ~r-1(CK/DK)—> Fr-1(I [G1)—>rr(CK/DK)>r(CK/DK)----. 
Now, we shall prove a general proposition concerning the extensi-

ons of groups as follows. 

    Proposition 5.1. Let G be a finite group and Iii be its 

subgroup and A be a G-module. Letbe the restriction 
                                                                                                                                         e -' 

homomorpism from H2(G,A) to H2(N,A) . We fix a cohomolog- class  

           2 

    ofH-(G,A)and denote PG ,N b-:r Then the followir.a 
ix conditionsare ecu; al ent: 

    1) "Q. 0 in H2(Y,A).: 

    2) LetAqand A/ be any of A rti ' S S.; litti na  modules  

5 corresponding tog and 77, respectively. Then the e t- 

       ensi on0 >A----÷A7? —~ I [lti] -->0 is split as an extensi-

       on of N-modules and there exists an ln.jective N-homomorhi-

       smK such that the following diagram is commutative  

       0--->A>An ; i[N] >0 

Ii K 1 
0—> A--->A,—> I [G]-------:0, 

      where the right arrow is a natural embeddin_ 

2E



 ^

 be

Let 

any of the Pxt 

, respectively.

and 

of the extensions of groups

1--- >A----), 1 

corresponding to and

Then the extension 1--> A --->

is split and there exists an injective homomorphism 

       such that the following diagram is commutative  

A -�"`.--->N >1 

                                      t. 
CT 

  where the right arrow is the natural embedding , 

4) There exists a cocycle u of which satisfies the 

ecuation 

u[cr,Q:p] = u [0-'1] , for ar.77 CY,T: E G and p E N; 

5) For any of Artin's splitting modules corresponding 

  to g , there exists an injective G-homomorbhism A such

6)

that the following diagram is commutative  

         4/- 

Here the vertical arrow is an natural embedding . 

  For any of Artin's splitting modules corresponding to g 

there exists a G-module A which is an extension of IEG/N] 

with the kernel A and also exists a surjective G-homomorp-

hism such that the following diagram is commutative  

0----- -------)0 

0 -----> A --> A ------)I[G/N]--->0, 

where T[G]----1-[G/N1 is the natural onto homomorphim.

n



    Proof.  ',e can consider the integral groun ring ZEG] to be a 

suDolemented alsebr a .. i th a Z-algebra homomor^hi sm E • Z [r]__j.:_. 

Then, from a well known relationo_ the extensions of the 

2-cohomolozv _roues of grouts and the extensions of augmentation 

ideals, it is easy to show the ecuivalence 1)<---->2)<-------->?). (See, 

for exampleC2] , Chan. XI: ). 

    3)------->4) . '.'.e can take a cross section ion u from N to -�"`C 

                                                                                    such as 

       ucutuo-~for every Cr,E:1. 

   set G = . N, where Eis a set of representatives. For 
0(E E 

every QC E 5, we fix an element uo( E 0 such as It-(u = O( . 

Tn the same way as ? 4 , we set O = p( when Q' :''1 = c;i.:i (& ~, E ) 
-1 

and denote G .0-- by Q . Since every element o' E .: is uni cu- 

elv written as the product 0'. O' , we can define a cross section 

u from C to 3by outtinz u= u •u . CrCr a 
Then, for every O-, E rand P E N, we have 

    u~P,a0-1P-1=(u 2u,- P)(uoP-1_ueJL-1) 
-i -1-1 

                     = u(u,--u • u:u) u~ ,b                          P 
-1 -1, 

                 = u—•u,,,.0 .0------ 

-1 
u .0 Q,~ 

Hence we have uQ.0~p. uQ,,b p-1= uQ. u,r•uo- 

factor Therefore the factor setfu1 -,t] = uo-u.t•u0,-1ICr'Gsatisfies the co-. 
ndi Lion 4) .
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 ")------>7). Let -emu be Artin's splitting module of the cocvcle 

u. Then the condition 4) is nothing but the condition in order 

that a module 1 [C,N] may be a 0.-submodule ofU.Let Au,be 

Artin's sDlittin'_ module of any cocvcle u' contained in . 

Since "_
u is e: uiva lent to Au,,we have a commutative diaram 

0--A --l=iu------>I [G] >G 

0 _A-- A ICG]—>C• ~IK[G,N] 

Then the restricted homomiorchism A=u, U                                                                ,satisfies 

the recuired relation. 

    5) ------->6). Since /AA(:[G,=fl) is a G-module, itis obvious 

that the secuence 0—> :—> Ac / ,U (K [G,:T])—>I ['G/ ;1-0 is exa- 
                                                                                                                                                       /w, 

ct as G-modules. So, if we denoteA/ LL(K[G,N])byZ, i, sati-

sfies the condition 6). 

6) --------)1) . From the exact secuence 0 > I [/i3] -3 Z [./7~ -~ ~~

 —~O , we see H ( , [3/1..\11 ) = Z/ [G: 'T] Z. i,'.oreover, if' we set CC7'`( 

                                                                                                                                                       i = p i - N in T [C1/.11.] , we see c [cr] = e;.,(O'E G) is a cocycle 

contained in the generator ofH1 I ['G/i:] ) . From the commutative (LEct.i','LVri 

of 6) , we have the following commutative diagram of derived cohom- 

ology groups 

            H1(G,IE. ])>H'`(G,A) 

          H (C,I [1/14] )~ 
Hence, if' we put u [e1','t] = p'dL,`,- da,~_.~TdaN(d„ 3i; an ele- 

,lent of A) , we have .0 _ f u} . Therefore, for Q- ~ E 2•i, we have
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C^2     of our previous  paper[4], we have 'a'(iv,C
K/DK) =0 and 

 H2(G' CK/DK) < 1?.<!;) Z/[G:id]'.Therefore„,isatisfies the 
 condition 1) of the above proposition. So, there exists an exact 

sequence of G-modules 

(6.2) 0—>C__/D,_ CK/D._-->i [0/d] 

 Now we shall show that CK/DK is cohomologically trivial. Let us 

 denote the connected component of the unity of the idele group KA 

byE ,_. Since D. is the closure of HK = HK, KX/K`~ in Cj< ([3], 

Ch. ITI . , § 7. 2 . , Lem. 2.) , we have the following commutative diagram 

cc.

u [ 6', 't] = Q' d. . We define an 1-cochain p, with value A by 

(3 [0-3 = d Then we have CY d- = (SP) [ Q',L1 (0",(t. E _') . Hence 

0, which completes the proof. 

Remark. Let E( I [.=l,.;-) be the set of all the equivalent clas-

ses of the extensions of 0-modules of I[31 and A. Then,as is 

well known, E(I [0-], ) is considered to be a commutative group with 

                                                                       2 Baer multiplication and .(I [G] , =.) is isomorphic to H-(G,A) in a 

natural way. In the above proposition, we have written  z  

an_y of Artin's splitting modules corresponding to 5  , which means 

AE any of the modules belons-ing to the equivalent class 

                          H                              ELL7_ which correspondstoE(v,A). 

In the fo! l owi nc discussion, one shall see Theorem 5.1 is trivial 

for the case when there is no real place ofk which ramifies in K. 

Hence, in the following, we suppose there exists a real place 00 

of k which ramifies in K. Let us fix one of the extensions of 

  tc K, 7r^;',7...Fr"- Th r-1 __ 7



of G-modules with exact  roars and columns 

(5.3)0 

1 

             0 D~`/H.. 

                 0-->.H1—>C—CK/HK->0 

       i:N.r/. 
               0---

ID..->CCK/D,.0 
DK/HK0 

                     0 

b)nce DK/HK is uniquely divisible, we have an isomorphism 
                                                   r H- (G, CK/HK)^~H-te'                    (G,CK/DK). We shall denote by CK/H,(the exten- 

sion of I [G/N] with the kernel C_,/H.,corresponding to,, 

by this isomorphism. Then, we have the following exact sequence 

/-..._i~. 
of G-modules 0—> DK/M..>CK/HK-----> CK/DK-->0. By virtue of 

the fact DK/HKis uniquely divisible, for the purpose of sho:~:in_ 

t C1(/Di( is cohomologically trivial, it is necessary and suffi-

 cient . to show C.,/H.,.is coho;~ologically trivial.                          C.,./171. 

HK is written in the form                      (K+ )+•KK 
                          prp0, realPp, imaginaryp PO 

where p runs all the infinite places of k except po,and(Kr) 

                                                                     t 

                   ofx denotes the subgroup o1K=I IK consisting of non-negative 
PIPP 

elements of K.Let HK be the G-module- 

(KK) I IK'(•K1i, where KK is the extension 
p+J pAp

o, realp, imaginary 00 

3



 „2(  by KL.T.,,N] defined in §4. Then it is easy to show 

 0 the following secuence of G-modules are exact 

(5.4) 0—> H_----- ------> Cr/1-r -------->0.                                                        -K 

WeseeH_is cohomologically trivial from Lemma4.1, andO-„. 

is also cohomologically trivial. Therefore C./H.. is cohomoloi-
                                                                                 :( 

callv trivial. 

     Lemma 5.2. Let 77.K,14: be a gc-nerator of H-(C,,C,/D,)-; 
Z/EG:NIZ. Then there exists a cohomologically triyial G-modu-

      ,"^-•• 

le C„/D„ such that the following diagram is exact as G-modules  

                   /D 

From Proposition 5.1 6), there exists a commutative diagram of 

G-modules 

(5.5)00 

K , --, 

     c/D_ ------->--------->                    K 

                               ‘1/ 
C__/---------->C.,./D., ----------> I [c/i.r] -------->0 

     "ri Since, for every rEZ,n(G,K[O,N]).,2=Hr_(N,Z) is at most 

order 2, we have the following Lemma from Corollary 1.1 

     Lemma 5.3. From the diagram (5.5), we see the derive(' cchom-

ologv secuences of 

--> k , r.r.1 >I [G ------> I [c;/.,[:1-------->0 are iS07:C."hirs that is

14



                                            --bk.cv       L
..... lotte--4,14-4.- let() cti„0„er4.0,,,, An (...C9,7vvrii.u.  

      •-‘ —1r
_r,        ----->H.'(I [G/N])--->Hs(K [3,i:1)—>Hs( I [GI )—›-:-1( I [3/] )--4• • • 

   R11 
   >I/         r('r'•1        ---->H(C .,/D_)----------------::-C-77-).)--->H'-(1- [:=.1 I ) ---> Hs ' ( CK/ DY

.) ---> - - - . 

Combining Lemma 2.2, Lenlma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2, we have the follow-

   ing commutative diagram 

               r-2r—1         ---3H-(i ,Z )L;>ET:-(C , Z )---------> H_,I [G/I,T] ) --- • • - 

  IIR11 
     r — 1r — 1 

-------> H - ( G , I [G] )---> Hr-1 ( G ,• I [G/N] )---> - • • 

  1?111? 
        ---4H- c7.-,C__/D__)-----------> Hs (C.;,i [G] )------>Hr( :G,C. /D ,)-->-• • • 

                                      IIK.  11R 
      ' • • ---> Hs ( C'T , . ) ------------------------->(C_) ------------> H'( 3 , C/D.)------( r E Z ) ,                ,Lz,KK. 

              G 
   where 'tN, is the transfer homomorphism from N to G. Hence 

we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.1. With the notation and assumption as above, we 

have the followinc commutative diagram 

    ,r-21C-'- 7-2r-1   -•---(T ,Z)>H-(G,Z)----H(G,I[G/N1)-->— 

 RR1) 
   -• •-->TH r ( CI , D. )-----------------------. Hr(07 0 )-----------) lir(G,0-/D ) - - • (r E Z) •  K' K K 

§6. First, we shall summarize the main results of [11]. 

        Let k be an algebraic number field of finite degree, or an 

al=ebreic function field of one variable over a finite field. Let 

/01/k be a finite Calais extension with the group G. S denotes a K 
set of places of K satisfying the following conditions 

       (Si) S is stable under G. 

(52) S contains all archimedean places.



    (S2) S contains all places ramified over 

    (S4) S  is large enough so that every ideal classes of K 

              contains an idea_ with support in S. 

There exist exact secuences of 0-modules: 

(A)0--->a>TLAC —~O 

(2)C~b 

in which: 

         E is the groUp of S-units Or K, that is, elements of 

which are units at all placesP not in S. 

    J is the group of S-ideles of K, that is, ideles whose P-c- 

     omDonent is an unit for each place P not in S. 

    C is the group of S-idele classes, which in view of condition 

(S^) is 0-isomorphic to the group of all idele classes of K. 

Z is the group of integers, G operating trivially. 

< rth~rZ J_tbythe.. an           i.....~.1r V.G..-...V :...l,e- ne ra~.GU.•~~G.V ~.j •inV, 0.=. 

      element Cr E isoperating by the rule 

                                       nP)_ ------n(OP)------- r_(0 -ly) P. 
PE S PE S PE S 

e 
    •is the kXrnel of the natural map b .rhich takes an element 

y = np Pinto its coefficient sum,>np. 
in these statements, Tate proved the cohomology secuence derived 

from (A) is isomorphic to that derived from (B) , after a dimens-

ion shi=t of two; that is, he has constructed a commutative diagram

~6



 (6•.1) 

     ..- ~~=r(x)----------> Hr (Y)---------)H-----------Hr1(':)-->• • • 

     leir'r~rT1                0,1~3 
                                   ~r 

        ._.--›-:,r+ (E)~Fr-%(J )—~Hr+2(C)_—~~r-'(J)--->... 

in which the vertical arrows 0i for i=1, -2, 3 and r EZ, are 
isomorphisms. 

Here we shall prove the above result in somewhat restricted situ-

ation. •e assume the set of p7 aces Sals=1thes"stiestom°:•'                                  1.;.O_O.1n_ 

              L
1-.--y, ;an. additional 

(S) S is large enough so that <V~is the decomposition 

group of j E S> = G. 

Under this assumption, any 0-e G is written in a form 

    C' _1.,c',where V 1E,](?S) . 

 Let us denote 1.C"0=1 and~1,.Cyi (1i<<<<) . •hen .re 

see 

_ rEG 

                               1 Hence  t•:e have 

     c- 
     =cr-1E<_L[P115i>C I [G] 
 rethe .,~(Cr;) Thereforefrom~~n factthat ~dO,}cE3) is a ~-basis S OI I 

we obtain 

(S5)' <  C ]IDES? = I[!;]. 

Conversely, we can easily show5. ------       f(S.,)----> (S5) . Hence the condition 

(55) is eauiva.lent to the condition (S5)' 

Remark. In case G is abeliarL,the condition ('S5) is equiva-

        00 l
ent to that the homomorphism H (G,J)---> -i (G,C) is surjective . 

From factH1 (G,J)= 0, we see the condition (S5) is satisfied 

if and only if Hl (G , r) = 0. 

                               27



 Note that the conditions (Si),...,(S5) are automatically satisf-

ied if S is the set of all places of K. Let S0be a set of 

places of k consisting of all the restrictions of p e S. Then, 

from the condition (S1), S is considered to be the set of places 

of K consisting of all the extensions of p. S0. For a place p 

of k, we dente by K" the G-module defined in §4, and by U
r P 

the subgroup of KXwhose elements are u~r-.~~at all places lying

' 

over D. LetIKnbe the restricted product of {KX} with 
                IDES() 

                   respect to {Up}. 
Let { f X } AEI be the set of all mappings from SO to S such 
that, for every pE S0, f a (p) is an extension of p to K. 

v Since K" is defined when one fixes an extension of r. to K, one 

can define 1 I I:~
pX I I Ufor everyf(7~E I) . From        PE SOI SO 

the condition (S5)., there exe-finitely many K[G,GP ] (i=0,...,m) 
i such that 

(6.2)<K[G,GP 110 i5_ m) = I[G3. 

i Let fi = f -Ibe the mapping of { f it } which takes value Pi. 

                 i J. denotes the G-module I I K"XI I Up corresponding to 
p e S0p i5 S0 

the mapping fi.We denote the decomposition group of fi(p) by 

s.(o). Then it is obvious that J is a G-submodule of Ji and 

J./J is G-isomorohic to)  K [G,Gi(p)] . We also see that 
                          PESO            ESO
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 n /------ Z [G/G. (p)] vti.
p E Sz., KCG,G.   r_~E SO0 

K I'; , C-i (p.)1_ is embedded in Z [G] in a natura 

following commutative diagram 

   r 

 (~..)0~J ---------ZZ> J .~1------------>------ Z EG I 
pESo 

      a c.c.. 
    11 

V V1, 
0--C-------i0----------------> Z['] 

 in which row sequences are exactand the homo 

 )sur.iective. The homomornhism di is also an 

 ced from the natural projections.Since Ji 

 the direct sum of J and------ K[G,Gi(p)1 , 
                              p E S0 

 defined by putting 

c.(x) = a(x) = x mod EEC, for any xEJ, 

      c.1(y) = yE, for anyyE K[G,G. (p),. 
n

-  From (6.2), we see l ( ci:,Ji—~Cis i-0 
n 

phism. Let us denote l i c. by c. Then 
                          i=0 1 

 commutative diagram 

(6.4) um, 
  0-~J 2.,/           >J0®(>  J i)t~(/  Z [G] ) 

I 1_1pE. S0

 KCG,Gi(p)) 

natural way. 

ti  
Z [G]

0  ,.C -----------i C-----------------------> Z[G1---------i 

row sequences are exact and the homomorohism 

2. The homomorr:hism d
iis also an onto ho 

the natural projections. Since J. is, as 

t sum of J and------ K[G,Gi(p)] , ci is 
n ES 0 

                           y nutting 

 = a(x) = x mod EEC. for any xEJ.

a 

t"` = (0' 

mapping)

 c

 of IG 

momorohism a and b are 

an onto homomornhisr indu-

   is, as an abelian group 

   ciis a G-homomorphisrn 

J, 

is a surjective G-homomor- 

en_ we have the following 

m  

 ®c--J)?Y—~0 
i=1 

db

 , where  each 

Then we have the 

Y --> 0 

b 

V 

 a and b are 

momornhisr indu-

an abelian group, 

a 0-homomorphisrn

0 —>0.----------> cz tG]--------------------->2:--->0 

                                                                   m  where ti= 10,l =/0 ® id, j= j0e 0 and d = d0®~----dio li(0 
i=1 

the zero manning). Since all the homomorihisrs a, b, c, d are

 means
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 surf  ec  ti  ve  , we have the following commutative diagram of s-modules 

with exact rows and columns 

.) I0 
          o____. 7 -------> Ker c -----> _er d ; X------>0 

                            lb, 
G---› J------> 7---------->J --------->Y)0 

la sic Idib 
       0—> 0-----> C----------> z [0]--------> Z N-0 

                ., 1iv 
where we denote J0E0---- JO by J and (>  Z [03 ) e()  J.) by 

i=1pE S0i=1 

..,                           ti 

J. From the assumotion (S3) and the fact that K is co'homol-

                                                                  D o`i c ally trivial, we see J and J are cohomol ogi ca I l =.i trivial. 

Hence we see 0-modules Ker c and Ker dare also cohomologica- 

lly trivial. Hence, from Corollate 1.2, we have 

Theorem 6. 1 .  Let S be a set of places of K which satisf-

iesthe conditions(S1),...,(S5).Then the diagram, (6.1)is 

commutative and the isomoro isms d '(r EZ,1'S i..-3)are obtai- 

ned as the compositions of the connected homomor:hi sits Sde                                                                         * -ri- 

yed from (6.5) .. 

Let us generalize the above theorem to algebraic Lori. Let 

be a torsion free 0-module. Then, from (6.5) we have the fo i l - 

owi ns commutative diagram of 0-modules with exact rows and colum-

ns



 (s.^) 0
I00 0    W.I\I'i 

       0-->F0:,1—>(:er c)0;--7(Ker d)04-->X0M >0 

     0---> Ja!et> Joie`-------------> JOM >Y 

I©",~-~0 

0---->C®4 ---------:c0.4 --------->ZLG]®!4------------ZOM>0 

t 000 0 . 

From [ 2 Theorem 2 , l:-modules ,J q2-7., J W., C ® . and Z [G] 0 __ 

are modules of trivial cohomoloay. Therefore wehave 

    Theorem 6.2 . Let S be the set of places of K satisf"i in--

(S1) , ... , (S5) . Then, for any torsion free G-module M, the co_hom- 

ol ()cry sequence derived from 0—>E 0M—>J ®P4— C®M----). 0 is 

i somorohic to that derived from 0—> ®M—>Y0 ;'!-----) M-- 0; that  

is,we have the following commutative diagram 

, -- —3:-'.r(G,x ®M)------->Hr(u,Y®M)---------l--:r('=,M)----->•-• 

1'I)i)                                                     lc 

     ..._->Hr÷(G}c®M)__>r+2(IG, J®M)-->Hr 2(G,C®M)->... , 
where the vertical arrows are the isomorphisms induced from the 

connecting homomorchis-s derived from (6.o). 

Remark. The above theorems are not general as those of ' [11] 

and the way of approach does not reallyimproves on that of[11] 

but is primitive and shows the essential relation of [9] and 

1.111 . 

i n the rest, we shall refer tothe cohomology of algebraictori. 

For the sake of simplicity, werestrict ourselves to the case that

L i



S  is the set of all of aces of K. Let T be an algebraic torus 

defined over kwhich splits overK. From [7] , there exists an 

isomorphism between the category of tori defined over k and slit 

over K and the dual oI the category of finitely  enera. ted _-free 

n -modules .We denote by T the character moduleof T and by 

A = E om(T , Z) the integral dual module of T. "lhenTheorem 6.2  enabl-

es us to describe the Galois cohomology groups of the torusT in 

terms of the Z-free moduleM. 

For example, we can describe the Tamiaga'::a number of T Of k by 

the cohomolo v of X, Y and M. Let T.tbe the Croup of '-ratio- 
                                                 -: 

)z=l points of T and TA be the allele `rout of T overk. The 
. << 

factor groupT /Tis called theadele class croupof T overk     ka.- 

and dented byC(T) . Since K is the splitting field ofT, it is 

    ~v 
known._„eandC._(T)M®c,. In [8] <no~';nthat 1,=M~T,M~4anc=      T,Ac . 

T.Ono has defined the numbers h(T) and i(T) for a torus T 

                    rh(T) = LH(c,T)j = LH(G,M)j , ' 

 i(T) = L1 LL 

Let l.(T) be the Tamagawa number of T over k. Then one has the 

following fundamental formula ([8] , Main theorem), 

`t(T) i(T) = h(T)_. 

From Theorem 6.2, we have 

i(T) = r_Ker(H1(G,X®M)_> -1(,`_,i0 ))J 

={Ccer(H2(j,`'®M)~r;-2(~,M))] . 
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For every place p of  1c, we fix a extension of p to K 

denote it by P. Since Y is G-isomorphic to )  ZIG/G 

P runs all places of k), we have 

Hr(G,Y01)"'Hr                           (GP,M) (re Z). 

P 

Here GPdenotes the decomposition group of P.Hencewe 

TT'c'p    i(T) _ [Coker(H `(GP,1:1))H_ 2(G,M))] , 

P where TPis the transfer homomorphism from GPto G. 

the integral duality, we have 

          ^ TTi(T) = [Ker(H2(G,T)p>H2 

P where PPis the restriction homomorphismfrom G to GD 

refore we have 

t(T) = [Hi(G,T)]/[Ker 1 I PP.H2(G,T)---->1 1 H2 (GP ,`')

 and 

 10' (P 

have 

From 

. The-

] •
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